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We’ve all experienced it; fl ipping through an issue 
of Better Homes and Gardens we’re hit with a 
moment of inspiration, motivating us to redesign, 

remodel and reinvent the most important, meaningful place 
in our lives…our homes. But without proper direction, 
these glimpses of home grandeur may begin to take on a 
life of their own, seeming too complicated, expensive and 
labor intensive to tackle alone. 

Fortunately, your vision of a dream home does not have 
to be short lived. An interior designer can help provide a 
clear analysis of your needs while assessing functionality, 
budget and space planning. No matter the change you 
desire, The Interior Edge design fi rm can help your ideas 
and inspiration take form. 

With over 40 years of combined experience, professional 
training and the innate ability to truly get to know each 
client, The Interior Edge can transform any space into a 
refl ection of your personal style, taste and personality. 
Misty Skelly, owner of The Interior Edge, is a motivated 
interior design professional with 23 years of experience 
dedicated to giving her clients that extra “edge,” as the 
name of her business commands. 

The Interior Edge’s passion for design is immediately 
evident through an examination of their work: showroom 
quality, beautifully designed spaces perfectly suited to the 
taste, needs and budget of each client. Misty is joined by 
designers Kenna Wise and Diana Wojciechowski servicing 
clients across the state of Texas.  

“We are always striving to be better,” said Misty, 
describing the goal of her fi rm and designers. “We’re always 
looking for that extra edge to give our clients. We want our 
work to look different and fresh, we take pride in locating 
those pieces that you just won’t fi nd anywhere else.” 

Misty and her designers are constantly reviewing, 
examining and reading about emerging trends and styles 
found in major cities from Dallas to Las Vegas. By 
incorporating contemporary, fresh design elements while 
never losing sight of what makes each house a home-family 
heirlooms, antiques, photographs, etc.-The Interior Edge 
can help each home come alive, refl ecting the personality 
of its inhabitants. 

Misty, Kenna and Diana work side by side with each 
client, helping them to conceptualize and plan their vision 
while promoting timeliness and working within their 
budget. 

“Some people think that hiring an interior designer is 
costly,” stated Misty. “But, in all honesty, we can save you 
time and money, allowing you to spend those hours you 
would be driving around and working on your home with 
your family.”

Recently, The Interior Edge helped convert The Gin at 
Nolan Creek-a Farmer’s Gin and Co-Op building erected 
in 1927-into a restaurant in downtown Belton, Texas. The 
only remaining brick cotton gin in the United States, The 
Gin at Nolan Creek offered The Interior Edge a unique 
opportunity to assist in keeping the memory and history 
of the Gin alive for generations to come. A full service 
residential and commercial interior design fi rm, The 
Interior Edge has also designed model homes for premiere 
builders in San Antonio including McMillin Homes, DR 
Horton, Woodside Homes, and Bella Vista Homes, offi ce 
space, apartments, and of course residences. 

“I have known Misty Skelly and her team for over 20 
years,” said Rick Grinnan, a longtime client. “She has 
decorated not only my new home but several commercial 
properties...The Republic of Texas Restaurant on the River 
Walk, The Esquire Tavern, River Walk Properties, and my 
personal offi ce. She has always exceeded my expectations 
and the projects have always come in on budget and on time 
while keeping my totally informed of the progress.” 

Whether you are seeking a complete design overhaul or 
an easy and affordable “mini home makeover,” The Interior 
Edge can help transform your home or space into your 
personal haven.

“We can help you declutter, move furniture so it suits 
each room in a more pleasing manner, add pieces of art, 
rearrange your accessories or collectables…there’s no job 
too big or too small,” explained Misty. “Change is good 
and refreshing and it’s amazing the difference you’ll see.”

Custom draperies, bedding, reupholstery, shutters, 
furniture, space planning, complete color analysis and 
coordination, fl ooring, and lighting are all services 
rendered by The Interior Edge. Through the use of 
accent paint colors, bold and beautiful patterns, textured 
fabrics and different architectural lines in furniture, The 
Interior Edge can help your dream home become a reality. 
According to Misty, this fall, emerging trends and design 
statements include clean, simple open spaces where less 
is more. Bigger is also better – large statement pieces are 
in. Straight lines, transitions without fl uff, and red, golds, 
coppers and metallics continue to be a popular choice while 
purples and greys are also beginning to push through into 
the color scheme.

While trends and styles may change and evolve, The 

Interior Edge always strives to tie in a strong undercurrent 
of intimacy and warmth into their designs, incorporating 
meaningful belongings and family heirlooms into a home 
entirely unique to you and your family 

A client of The Interior Edge, Judy Minson, admired the 
fi rm’s ability to put her ideas and vision into motion.

“The Interior Edge gave my rooms just what they 
needed,” said Minson. “The design, choice of fabric, and 
workmanship were excellent. Everything was done with my 
personal taste in mind, but with the help in ideas I lacked.”

Royce and Bev Gragg voiced similar sentiments, 
praising The Interior Edge for helping them turn “a nice 
home into one of extreme beauty.”

“Kenna Wise saw what we had, where we had placed it, 
and knew immediately what she needed to do,” explained 
the Graggs. “She repositioned pieces, added pieces, 
replaced pieces and turned our home into a place of beauty. 
We are told constantly by people visiting that we have a 
lovely home.”

“I feel so blessed,” concluded Misty. “My clients can 
see the love and passion I put into my work and as a thank 
you have referred their family and friends over the years. 
Kenna, Diana and I truly care and aim to make our clients 
happy.” 

Create a new look, mix it up, add a little spice, some 
fl avor and fl air - make your home refl ect you. The Interior 
Edge knows the importance of creating a relaxing, stress-
free, warm and inviting environment where you can 
truly enjoy your life and your loved ones. On November 
17 from 11 a.m.-7 p.m. The Interior Edge will be hosting 
a Christmas Shopping Extravaganza at their beautiful 
showroom catered by Ruth Stone. Come get your holiday 
shopping done early! Let The Interior Edge takes the reins 
and help you celebrate life through design!

By Alissa Nagle
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